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Book Description:
Rescued from a desperate situation, Mitch Wilde finds the stakes raised for him, his loved ones, and
his small Oregon town of Rogue River. Mitch’s wife Mabey is alone and on the run, fighting for her own
survival. Jasper, Mitch's cantankerous old neighbor and investigative paranormal sleuth, and best friend Jack
Jenson, also return in book two of Mike Walters' debut paranormal mystery duology with Sci-Fi elements.
Mysteries further unfold in The Rogue River Incident, Case XI Book II as fast-paced events take the
original characters into a multitude of unexpected directions. The invasion on Rogue River from outside
sources continues. Are they Alien forces looking for human subjugation or covert human entities from a
parallel universe? Will Rogue River residents unravel the mystery of the forces wreaking havoc in their small
Oregon town and save themselves? Can Mabey Wilde rise to the occasion and overcome challenges she
never imagined she would face? Will Mitch Wilde make the right decisions to save those closest to him?
All is revealed in the sequel to The Rogue River Incident, Book I described as a novel with…

"Great character development, likable characters to boot, and a mystery that just
yearns to be solved." (Rebecca Skane, Portsmouth Review)
"An original and impressively well-written novel deftly crafted and highly
entertaining by an author who will leave his readers looking eagerly toward his next effort."
(James Cox, Midwest Review)
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